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Texas recycler strong up the
middle

Opinion

By Allan Gerlat
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Joel and Craig Litman are a good double-play combination.
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The brothers and co-owners of Texas Recycling/Surplus Inc. explain a lot of
their business philosophy with sports metaphors. "The shortstop doesn´t
always look to see if the second baseman´s there, he knows he´ll be there,"
said President Joel.
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"It´s a team game," adds Vice President Craig. "We win or lose as a team."
The Dallas-based company, though, has always been powered by Team
Litman. Father Stanley was an industrial chemicals salesman before buying
a paper and rag recycling business, Daltex Waste Material Co., in the early
1980s. Joel was working in public relations and advertising when he joined
his dad in 1984. Craig, a certified public accountant, came on board five
years later. "I saw it as an opportunity to be in the family business, and
eventually hoped we´d own it one day," Joel said.
Stanley sold the business to a private investor in 1992. "The three of us
wanted to stay together," Joel said. The Litmans saw the recycling business
as having "a lot of opportunity, not a coat-and-tie job." They started Texas
Recycling four months later.
"There was the three of us, a card table, cell phone, four folding chairs and
30,000 foot warehouse with not one scrap of paper," Craig said. "But a lot of
people remembered us, how we did business," Joel said. "We had slow
growth, but steady."
The company, which primarily recycles paper, grew to 75 employees with
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annual sales of $12 million to $15 million. But the values have remained the
same, the brothers say.
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Their prior professions helped forge those values. "We brought these skills
over to the recycling business," Joel said. "I think that´s what has helped
Do you have an idea for
make us successful over the years." Those values the brothers talk about
a w ay w e can make
w asterecyclingnew s.com over and over again -- communication, integrity, trust, relationships.
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Stanley passed away in 2004, but many of his values remain with the sons.
"He always had a very positive attitude toward everybody," Joel said. Craig
added, "He pounded into Joel and I, ´be aware of your surroundings.´"
An example of their emphasis on relationships is how they answer the
phones. "You can´t call here and get voice mail," Craig said. "You never will.
We believe in talking to a person."
Texas Recycling also established a public buyback program, which involves
the company paying individuals who bring recyclable materials to the firm.
"We look at it as a retail operation, and it´s an opportunity to get face time
with the customer," Joel said.
Running the family business generates perhaps extra pride but also extra
trust between the brothers. "We cover each other´s back," Joel said. "We´re
not only brothers, we´re best friends. That helps a lot.
"We don´t keep score. When we were growing up we shared a room, so we
learned how to work it out."
The challenges continue. "Business has changed in the last couple years,"
Joel said. "It´s gotten more aggressive." Waste generation and margins are
down. Getting more efficient and staying focused are big challenges.
While Joel says, "there´s always going to be paper," he acknowledges that
market is mature, so they look for new opportunities. The company recycles
plastic, sees a big future in electronic waste, and growth as well in
shredding. Texas Recyling´s Action Shred is a document destruction
operation that involves much more than paper -- from hard drives, credit
cards and T-shirts, to name-brand purses and dog betting supplies. "There
are some odd things that come up, and we say, why not," Craig said.
The pride the brothers feel for their business is intertwined with how they
view recycling. "We´re very passionate about it," Joel said. "You´re doing
good for the environment, the community."
Adds Craig: "It makes you feel good when you tell people what you´re doing,
and they get excited about it." ƒn
Contact Waste & Recycling News editor Allan Gerlat at 330-865-6167 or
agerlat@crain.com
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